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Executive summary
The broad introduction of virtual testing is considered a priority in the European railway sector,
where costs, safety constraints, organizational challenges and limitations of physical tests motivate stakeholders to virtualize physical tests at least partially.
To successfully develop virtual tests and implement them in the relevant regulations, three stakeholder groups must be engaged. An important group of stakeholders are those entities, that are
responsible for defining the regulatory requirements. This includes legislative bodies and standardization organizations, but also authorization agencies in their role as advisors for the legislative
institutions. These entities play an important role in determining the conditions under which the
use of virtual testing can be permissible and ensuring appropriate regulatory implementation. Operators, suppliers, manufacturers, and test centers are in the group of stakeholders that prove
compliance to regulatory requirements. They are responsible for successful development of virtual
tests and support standardization activities with their practical know-how. The third stakeholder
group includes entities that assess compliance to regulatory requirements, notably authorization,
notified, designated and assessment bodies. This group plays a key role in ensuring applicability of
virtual testing evidence for conformity assessments.
The degree of innovation that the sector can achieve in virtual testing depends on the extent to
which the development of such solutions is incentivized. To create a strong incentive, the introduction of a universally applicable and comprehensive generic standard on virtual testing is necessary. Such a standard provides guidance by setting clear development targets and if these targets are met, a virtual test can be considered fit for purpose, for example as an EC type test. This
is a major improvement compared to the current regulatory framework, where it is not clear during the development of a virtual test if it will later be suitable for authorization, which stifles the
development of new and innovative virtual tests.
Despite being a prerequisite for driving virtual testing innovation, a universally applicable and comprehensive generic standard may in many cases not provide the most efficient set of rules for
specific applications of virtual tests. After their first introduction, it may be sensible to further
increase testing efficiency by streamlining virtual testing processes in field specific standards.
From this proposed strategy three major challenges can be derived that must be considered for
both development and regulatory implementation of the generic standard:




It must be universally applicable to different kinds of virtual tests in the railway sector.
It must be comprehensive, meaning sufficient to enable the decision if a virtual test is fit
for purpose.
Its application must be voluntary, use of field specific standards must always be possible.

PLASA2/VC has closely collaborated with Working Groups at CEN/CENELEC that are focused on
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generic requirements for virtual testing. The generic methodology proposed in the PLASA2/VC deliverable D5.2 [1] and the strategy provided in this document should be discussed and further developed in these Working Groups. The deliverables should be understood as a support to achieving
the Working Groups’ goal of drafting a generic standard on virtual testing. Harmonization of this
standard is a promising approach to ensuring the voluntariness of its application.
The criteria to determine if a virtual test is an applicable alternative to a physical test should be
defined in suitable standards. During the revision of the Technical Specifications for Interoperability, it should be considered to not explicitly prohibit use of virtual testing in the regulations. The
“Simulation Mapping” currently conducted by the CEN/CENELEC Working Groups can serve as a
resource to identify the requirements for which this is the case. The generic standard on virtual
testing must not be referenced directly in the Technical Specifications for Interoperability for its
application to remain voluntary. Instead, the possibility to conduct virtual tests based on adequate
standards should be mentioned very generally.
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Abbreviations
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Notified National Technical Rules
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Official Journal of the European Union
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Technical Report
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1. Introduction
PLASA2/VC aims at proposing a generic method for virtual testing (VT) in the European railway
sector, especially for use in railway authorization. The complexity of railway authorization and the
way it is embedded in European legislation necessitates further inspection of the underlying processes and involved stakeholders, which this document intends to provide. It further proposes a
strategic path forward for the sector in its aspiration to broadly introduce virtual testing as a valid
means to prove conformity to the requirements for railway systems within the European Union
(EU). This document takes into account the changes introduced into the European railway sector
by the 4th Railway Package, a set of legislative texts designed to facilitate a Single European Railway
Area [2].
This document complements two other PLASA2/VC deliverables. A summary of the state of the art
of virtual testing in the sector together with an analysis of the potential benefits of their further
introduction can be found in the PLASA2/VC deliverable D4.1 [3]. The actual generic method that
is developed based on those findings as well as the feedback of the various stakeholders is presented in the PLASA2/VC deliverable D5.2 [1].
In order to facilitate an understanding of the relevant regulatory and organizational framework, in
chapter 2, this document starts by introducing the various stakeholders involved in railway authorization. After proposing a rough categorization, the stakeholders and their roles and responsibilities are described.
How these stakeholders are involved in railway authorization in the EU is further explored in chapter 3. Here, the processes for European legislation, standardization and obtaining railway type authorization are summarized.
For the generic method proposed by PLASA2/VC to be applicable for its purpose and to find wide
acceptance in the sector, the previously identified relevant stakeholders need to be included in
the process of its development. Chapter 4 outlines how PLASA2/VC intends to communicate with
the different stakeholders in order to elicit their requirements to virtual testing and receive feedback on the generic approach.
A strategy for the introduction of virtual testing in the European railway sector is proposed in
chapter 5. It illustrates the current aspirations and proceedings in the sector with respect to virtual
testing and describes the advantages of introducing a generic standard on virtual testing. It then
considers the role of field specific standards on virtual testing. Finally, from the strategy, necessary
adaptations to the regulatory framework and concrete corresponding actions are derived.
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2. Railway authorization stakeholders
The success of widespread introduction of virtual testing into the railway authorization process is
dependent on many different stakeholders. In order to achieve acceptance and adoption of its
generic proposal for use of virtual testing, PLASA2/VC tries to include the most relevant stakeholders by eliciting their requirements and considering their feedback.
In this chapter, a stakeholder categorization is proposed and their roles and responsibilities in the
authorization process are described. Additionally, a short analysis is provided on how the stakeholders are relevant for the introduction of virtual testing.

2.1. Overview and categorization
The stakeholders involved in the railway authorization process can be distinguished into three categories: Those who define the requirements that must be fulfilled in order to receive railway authorization, those who must prove compliance to them and, finally, the stakeholders that assess
and certify compliance.

Figure 1: Categorization of stakeholders in the railway authorization process
Note that this categorization can partly be of a functional nature. For example, the different authorization agencies should be considered in both their roles as authorization bodies, issuing railway authorizations, as well as legislative bodies, being included in the development of the European and national regulatory framework.
From this broad categorization, a first tendency of the stakeholders’ relevance for the introduction
of virtual testing can be determined. Generally, inclusion of stakeholders that define the requirements will be most relevant to determine the conditions under which the use of virtual testing can
GA 826151
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be permissible. Stakeholders proving compliance – hence those who might develop and implement virtual testing – hold important technical knowledge and are necessary to ensure practical
feasibility of the generic proposal from PLASA2/VC. Finally, those who assess compliance to the
regulations should be involved in order to guarantee that the evidence generated by virtual testing
is applicable for these assessments by being compatible with the corresponding assessment procedures and sufficiently allowing conclusions on the behavior of the real system.

2.2. Roles and responsibilities
This section provides a brief overview of the roles and responsibilities of the different stakeholders. Concrete examples for those stakeholders can be found in the stakeholder matrix in Annex A.
The relevance of these stakeholders for the introduction of virtual testing will be further explored
in chapter 5.
Category “Definition of requirements”
Legislative bodies are responsible for providing an efficient and comprehensive regulatory framework for railway systems throughout the European Union while considering the interaction between European and national law. They define the authorization and certification process on both
European and national level by proposing and deciding on relevant legislation. This legislation includes the Technical Specifications for Interoperability (TSI), Notified National Technical Rules
(NNTR) and safety requirements derived to comply with the Common Safety Methods (CSM) process. Consequently, they mainly consist of European as well as national legislative institutions.
However, European and national authorization agencies are also involved in this process, assuming
the position of legislative bodies when they act as advisors for the legislative institutions. The EU
legislative process as well as the involvement of the European Union Agency for Railways (ERA) in
this process are further described in section 3.1.
Infrastructure managers have different roles in the railway authorization process. Primarily, they
define the network requirements that need to be fulfilled in order to prove technical compatibility
for a given route or network. They can also be involved in the definition of NNTRs, as these result
from the national peculiarities of the national rail networks. For this reason, they are categorized
with the label “Definition of requirements”. Aside from that, they also assume a second role that
would be categorized as “Proof of compliance to requirements”. For the infrastructure provided
and managed by them, supported by the manufacturers of the employed components, they safeguard the conformance to the respective requirements, e. g. the TSI Infrastructure. Infrastructure
managers are also indirectly involved in generating proof of compliance by providing network
data.
Standardization organizations coordinate the standardization efforts in the sector. The working
groups they employ may consist of a mix of members from all other groups and categories involved
in the authorization process. Additionally, they may include members that have no direct role in
GA 826151
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the authorization process, such as representatives from research institutes and academia. This
constellation serves to generate a common understanding throughout the sector and to jointly
define the state of technology. Among other uses, this state of technology can be adopted by
legislative bodies, allowing them to formulate legislation more generally while referencing standards for detailed technical descriptions. The standardization process is further described in section
3.2.
Category “Proof of compliance to requirements”
Railway operators are responsible for providing the people with safe, reliable and convenient railway traffic services. Generally, they buy railway vehicles from manufacturers. While the main responsibility for authorizing the vehicles resides with the manufacturers, the operators contribute
to this endeavor by specifying the vehicles in accordance with the regulatory requirements and by
implementing operation and maintenance (if not delegated to the manufacturer) correspondingly.
Furthermore, on the basis of the vehicle authorization for placing on the market (APoM), they
check the vehicles’ route compatibility prior to placing them in service. For some special vehicle
renovations, operators may assume the role of manufacturers as outlined in the next paragraph.
Vehicle manufacturers develop and manufacture vehicles according to the regulatory requirements and customer specification. They are responsible for obtaining the vehicle type authorization and declaring conformity to the approved vehicle type (C2T), which allows them to place the
vehicle on the market. In order to achieve this, manufacturers cooperate with various entities that
assess compliance to requirements and that are introduced below. The underlying process is further detailed and visualized in section 3.3.
Suppliers deliver components to vehicle manufacturers. Depending on the nature of the component, they can be involved in the compilation of proof of compliance to the requirements in different ways. If the delivered component is designated as an interoperability constituent in the
TSIs, it is individually certified, and the certificate is delivered to the vehicle manufacturer. If this
is not the case, the supplier may contribute relevant technical documentation for the manufacturer to be able to create a comprehensive technical file for the vehicle.
Test centers are service providers for testing and validating railway systems on track or in a laboratory. They are usually contracted by operators or vehicle manufacturers and deliver specific test
results as specified. Often, operators or manufacturers maintain test centers themselves, but they
can also be independent companies.
Category “Assessment of compliance to requirements”
Authorization bodies can be divided into one European and a multitude of national authorization
bodies, one for each member state of the EU. The European authorization body is ERA, that has
been previously introduced in its role as a legislative body. It acts as the European authority issuing
vehicle type authorizations and APoMs [4]. ERA provides the so called One-Stop Shop (OSS) [5], a
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single interface for all exchange related to authorization. The national authorization bodies are
also referred to as national safety authorities (NSA). They ensure process conformity of railway
authorizations on a national level. The involvement of authorization bodies in the authorization
process is explained in more detail in section 3.3.
Notified bodies (NoBo) and designated bodies (DeBo) assess and certify conformity to different
regulatory requirements. NoBos are organizations in the EU that have been designated by an EU
country to assess the conformity of certain products to requirements that have been specified on
a European level, e.g. the TSIs [6]. DeBos on the other hand are responsible for the assessment of
conformity to the additional NNTRs. NoBos and DeBos issue EC and NNTR certificates to the vehicle manufacturers and suppliers of interoperability constituents.
Assessment bodies (AsBo) are organizations that check the application of the common safety
methods for risk assessment (CSM-RA), as defined in Regulation (EU) No 402/2013 [7], as well as
the results of the risk assessment. This check is necessary whenever a significant change is made
to the railway system. In the authorization process, the AsBo delivers to the manufacturer or the
operator a safety assessment report that contains the results of the check of compliance with the
CSM-RA and its judgement and conclusions on the suitability of the change under assessment to
fulfil its safety requirements. [8]
Independent assessors are experts that are accredited to write recognized assessments and technical opinions in distinct technical domains. In most cases, they are part of NoBo or DeBo organizations, where a multitude of them constitute the organizations’ broad technical expertise. However, it is also possible for independent assessors to be organized individually or in test centers.
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3. Processes relevant for railway authorization in the EU
In the EU, several processes are relevant for the authorization of railway vehicles, hence should
be considered when attempting to introduce virtual testing. This chapter summarizes the EU legislative process, the standardization process of the European Committees for Standardization (CEN
and CENELEC) and the process to obtain the EC type authorization and APoM.

3.1. Legislative process
The framework for authorization of railway systems is specified in secondary EU law. Out of the
types of EU legal acts that secondary law is comprised of, the most relevant ones in this context
are regulations, directives and decisions specifically targeted to the railway sector.
Regulations “are legal acts that apply automatically and uniformly to all EU countries as soon as
they enter into force, without needing to be transposed into national law. They are binding in their
entirety on all EU countries” [9]. Relevant examples are the Regulation (EU) 2016/796 on the European Union Agency for Railways [10] and the Implementing Regulation (EU) 2018/545 of 4 April
2018 establishing practical arrangements for the railway vehicle authorization and railway vehicle
type authorization process [11].
The latter is pursuant to Directive (EU) 2016/797 on the interoperability of the rail system within
the European Union [12]. In contrast to regulations, directives “require EU countries to achieve a
certain result but leave them free to choose how to do so. EU countries must adopt measures to
incorporate them into national law (transpose) in order to achieve the objectives set by the directive. National authorities must communicate these measures to the European Commission” [9].
A further example for a directive is (EU) 2016/798 on railway safety [13].
Finally, decisions are legal acts that are binding in their entirety but, other than regulations, may
specify those to whom they are addressed, in which case they are binding only on them [9]. In the
past, the TSIs used to be EU decisions. However, for a few years now, the TSIs are EU regulations.
The TSIs define the technical and operational requirements to which railway systems must comply
in order to meet the essential requirements and ensure the interoperability of the railway system
of the European Union [14]. Thus, the TSIs are of critical importance for the introduction of virtual
testing in the railway sector. An overview of all currently legal TSIs, their respective scopes and
corresponding legal acts is given in the following Table 1.
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Table 1: List of TSIs based on [14]
Abbreviation
TSI LOC&PAS

Description
Rolling Stock – Locomotives and Passengers

Scope
Subsystem(s): Rolling stock;
Applies to the following types of rolling stock: Self-propelling thermal or electric trains; Thermal or electric
traction units; Passenger carriages; Mobile railway infrastructure construction and maintenance equipment
TSI PRM
Persons with Disa- Subsystem(s): Rolling stock, infrastructure, operation
bilities and with Re- and traffic management, telematics applications;
duced Mobility
Covers all aspects which are relevant to accessibility for
persons with disabilities and persons with reduced mobility.
TSI NOI
Noise
Subsystem(s): Rolling stock;
Covers specifications intended to limit the noise emission of the railway system.
TSI CCS
Control Command Subsystem(s): Control command and signalling;
and Signalling
Concerns the control command and signalling on-board
and trackside subsystems.
TSI SRT
Safety in Railway Subsystem(s): Rolling stock, control command and sigTunnels
nalling, infrastructure, energy, operation and traffic
management;
Applies to new, renewed and upgraded tunnels which
are located on the rail network of the European Union.
TSI INF
Infrastructure
Subsystem(s): Infrastructure
Covers the infrastructure structural subsystem and the
part of the maintenance functional subsystem relating
to the infrastructure subsystem.
TSI OPE
Operation and Traf- Subsytem(s): Operation and traffic management
fic Management
Covers operational interfaces between railway undertakings and infrastructure managers.
TSI WAG
Freight Wagons
Subsystem(s): Rolling stock
Applies to freight wagons including vehicles designed to
carry lorries.
TSI ENE
Energy
Subsystem(s): Energy
Covers all fixed installations that are required to supply
traction energy to a train.
TSI TAP
Telematics Applica- Subsystem(s): Telematics applications
tions for Passenger Covers systems providing passengers with information
Service
before and during the journey, reservation and payment
systems, luggage management and management of connections between trains and with other modes of
transport.
TSI TAF
Telematics Applica- Subsystem(s): Telematics applications
tions for Freight Covers freight services, including information systems,
Service
marshalling and allocation systems, reservation, payment and invoicing systems, management of connections with other modes of transport and production of
electronic accompanying documents.
* The legal acts may have been amended. In this case they are valid including the amendments.
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For the development of the TSIs, ERA holds a central responsibility. According to Regulation (EU)
2016/796 on the European Union Agency for Railways [10], ERA is mandated to address recommendations to the European Commission on the TSIs. The organization inside ERA for drafting
these recommendations has recently undergone a slight change which is important to note and is
applicable for the designated and adapted TSIs that are to be published in a revised version in the
year 2022. Figure 2 shows the organization of this drafting process until today on the left side as
well as the new procedure starting with TSI package 2022 on the right side.

Figure 2: ERA organization for recommendations on the TSIs before and after 2020 [26]
While up to today, ERA maintained separate Working Parties for each respective TSI, now, starting
with the drafting process of TSI package 2022, the responsibility for managing the TSIs for all subsystems is transferred to one single Working Party. Complementarily, dedicated Topical Working
Groups (TWG) are created in order to address the needs for technical discussions on specific subjects. This measure aims at enhancing efficiency and facilitating the inclusion of transversal topics,
such as automatic train operation or potentially virtual testing. It should be noted that Figure 2
displays only a small subset of the actually established Topical Working Groups. [26]
The process underlying the adoption of the types of legal acts mentioned above usually is the EU
ordinary legislative procedure. It starts with a proposal made by the European Commission and
consists of up to three readings by the European Parliament and European Council, with the possibility for the co-legislators to agree on a joint text at any reading, which concludes the procedure.
A visual step by step summary can be found in [27]. However, in the special case of the TSIs,
GA 826151
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because of their very specific and technical nature, the ERA recommendations to the European
Commission are not adopted via the EU legislative procedure but are negotiated and voted on by
the designated EU Railway Interoperability and Safety Committee (RISC).

3.2. Standardization process
Standardization needs in the European railway sector are identified and coordinated in the Sector
Forum Rail (SFR, formerly known as JPC-R). It consists of various stakeholders including the chairmen of the ERA TWG on Standardization.
Most standards for the European railway sector are European Standards (EN) that are developed
and published within the European Committee for Standardization (CEN) or the European Committee for Electrotechnical Standardization (CENELEC, short: CLC). Both committees associate the
National Standardization Bodies of the European countries and are recognized by the EU and the
European Free Trade Association (EFTA) as being responsible for the development of voluntary
standards at European level [28]. Within CEN and CENELEC, the railway specific standardization is
organized in the Technical Committees (TC) CEN/TC 256 “Railway applications” and CLC/TC 9X
“Electrical and electronic applications for railways”.
TCs may establish Working Groups (WG) that develop draft deliverables according to work specifications and a time schedule provided by the parent body. WGs typically consist of [29]






a convenor,
professional standardization support which may include a secretariat to the WG,
individual experts appointed by CEN/CLC national members,
experts appointed by organizations having observer status in the TC (e.g. the European
Commission and EFTA),
affiliates and partner standardization bodies having observer status in the parent body.

If certain topics require a rather general investigation, the TCs can arrange Survey Groups (SG) that
create deliverables which are of a more informative nature and are not yet suitable to be published
as a EN or Technical Specification (TS). The format of the deliverable is usually a Technical Report
(TR). [30]
However, the products most commonly produced by CEN and CENELEC are EN standards that are
drafted by WGs [31]. They codify best practice and often represent the state of the art [32]. For
the development of EN Standards, CEN and CENELEC share a common process that is visualized
and described in Figure 3.
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Figure 3: Process for creating a standard at CEN/CENELEC, based on [33] [34]
When a proposal to develop or modify an EN is accepted, a New Work Item (NWI) is registered.
From this point on, it usually takes 27 months for the EN to be published. A detailed timeline from
NWI registration to publication is given in Figure 4.
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Figure 4: Timeline from new work item to publication [35]
After their publication, the use of ENs is generally voluntary. In order to become relevant for railway authorization, ENs must be implemented in the regulatory framework. Two ways of implementation of ENs for railway systems are distinguished.
Many standards are referenced directly in the TSIs, usually listed in an appendix, e.g. Appendix J
in the TSI LOC&PAS [15]. Consequently, they become part of the TSIs and are therefore mandatory.
Alternatively, ENs can be implemented as harmonized standards. These are ENs adopted based on
a request made by the European Commission for the application of Union harmonization legislation that allow presumption of conformity to the essential requirements [36]. This means that if a
railway system is in conformity with harmonized standards, it can be presumed that it is also in
conformity with the essential requirements covered by them [12]. These covered requirements
are provided in the Annexes Z of harmonized standards. Lists of harmonized standards are published in the Official Journal of the European Union (OJEU), the latest version at the time of creating this deliverable is the OJEU document 2018/C 282/03 [37] in conjunction with the Commission
Implementing Decision (EU) 2020/453 [38]. A list summarizing these is provided by the European
Commission in [39].
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3.3. Railway authorization process
The railway authorization process must be complied with in order to obtain railway vehicles’ type
authorization and APoM in the EU. It is thoroughly described in Directive (EU) 2016/797 on the
interoperability of the rail system within the European Union [12] and Implementing Regulation
(EU) 2018/545 on the practical arrangements for the railway vehicle authorization and railway
vehicle type authorization process [11]. An overview is given in the process diagram in Figure 5.
Virtual testing is most relevant during development and validation of the system to be authorized
and during the generation of evidence of its conformity. These steps are highlighted in yellow.

Figure 5: Railway authorization process
The process as shown above ends with the manufacturer placing the vehicle on the market, which
corresponds with the delivery of the vehicle to the customer. Before operating the vehicle on the
network, a route compatibility check must be conducted by the operator. If the vehicle complies
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with the infrastructure requirements for the designated routes, it may finally be placed into service
by the operator.
It should be noted that Figure 5 represents the standard process for first and new authorizations,
in which the authorization bodies must be involved. Many different adaptations of this procedure
are concievable, depending on the particular case. For authorizations with a single Area of Use
(AoU), the NSA may be chosen as the authorizing entity in which case it also assumes the
responsibilites of ERA. Another example are changes to an existing vehicle type. Here, the
authorization bodies do not need to be involved as long as the changes of the basic design
characteristics remain within certain limits that are defined in the TSIs. These changes may need
to be approved by the notified body. In this case, the use of virtual testing is especially interesting,
because these changes to previously authorized vehicle types are usually rather small. Further
details about the authorization process can be found in the Commission Implementing Regulation
(EU) 2018/545 [11].
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4. Stakeholder communication
This chapter defines concrete communication principles and measures that are undertaken in
PLASA2/VC in order to elicit requirements for virtual testing and get feedback on the generic approach. After outlining the planned methodology of engagement, the stakeholders that should be
addressed are defined. Finally, the last section summarizes the engagement activities that have
taken place and the feedback that could be obtained.

4.1. Methodology of engagement
For the engagement with the relevant stakeholders, a parallel methodology is chosen that allows
for flexible communication but that also generates more formal and processable feedback. It is
represented in Figure 6.

Figure 6: Methodology for stakeholder engagement
After a preparation phase in which stakeholders are initially addressed and general awareness for
virtual testing is raised, informal and formal communication are pursued in parallel.
Informally, a continuous dialogue that follows no specific process serves to perpetuate the discussion about virtual testing and efficiently exchange ideas.
The formal part of the engagement is split into two phases. In phase 1, the stakeholders’ general
opinion about virtual testing as well as requirements for a generic method are elicited. The questionnaire attached in Annex B is issued in order to receive comparable formal feedback. Subsequently, meetings are organized in which the questionnaire is discussed, and more detailed requirements can be exchanged. Based on the results of this phase, a first draft of the generic
method is generated by PLASA2/VC. In the beginning of the second phase, the draft is distributed
to the stakeholders that are then asked to review the proposal and provide concrete feedback.
This is supported by another set of meetings. Considering the conclusions from phase 2, the final
version of the proposal for a generic method is developed and the results are included in D5.2.
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4.2. Stakeholders to be included
In chapter 2, the different stakeholders involved in the authorization process, thus potentially relevant for the introduction of virtual testing, are categorized and described. In most cases, these
stakeholders are not specific entities but rather an assembly of several companies or organizations, as can be seen in the examples provided in the stakeholder matrix in Annex A.
Most of these companies arrange themselves in representative organizations, e.g., NB-Rail is the
organization of railway NoBos. The aim of PLASA2/VC is to primarily contact these representative
organizations where they exist. This enables efficient communication and ensures that the positions are coordinated and representative for each stakeholder.
The following Table 2 is an extract of the stakeholder matrix and summarizes the stakeholders or
organizations of stakeholders that should be contacted. It also includes additional notes, such as
topics more specific to the respective stakeholder than those defined in section 4.1, that are addressed in the interaction.
Table 2: Stakeholders or organizations of stakeholders to be contacted by PLASA2/VC
Stakeholder

Partners to be included

Additional notes for engagement

Legislative Bodies

ERA, EPSF, ORR

Propose participation in CEN/TC 256 WG 55 "Simulation"

Infrastructure Managers

DB Netz, ÖBB Infrastruktur, SNCF
Réseau, Network Rail, London
Underground, ADIF

Discuss the issue of sharing models and data.
Organize and coordinate standardization efforts.

Sector Forum Rail (SFR)

Questionnaire will not be distributed.
SG provided terms & definitions and general principles governing the use of simulation.

CEN/TC 256, CENELEC/TC 9X: SG
"Simulation
Standardization Organizations
CEN/TC 256: WG 55 "Simulation"

Work of the SG is completed. It was transformed to
WG 55 (see below) in 06/2020. No further engagement with SG.
Propose ideas generated by PLASA2/VC to the WG
in order to potentially incorporate them in a generic standard on simulations.
Questionnaire will not be distributed.

CEN/TC 256: WG 10 "VehicleTrack Interaction” (EN 14363)

Get feedback on difficulties encountered while first
introducing simulation into EN 14363; follow current EN revision and identify open issues.
Questionnaire will not be distributed.
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Authorization agencies are included in their role as advisors to the
legislative bodies, see above

Authorization Bodies
Notified Bodies / Designated Bodies
Assessment Bodies
Operators

Vehicle Manufacturers
Suppliers

NB-Rail

No additional topics, see section 4.1

AsBo coordination group
No additional topics, see section 4.1
SNCF Voyageurs, RENFE, DB Fernverkehr, DB Regio, DB Cargo, Ar- Current application of VT process to ensure that
riva, Abellio, London Underthe generic framework can be applied
ground, RfL, FIRST Group
Current application of VT process to ensure that
UNIFE
the generic framework can be applied
Current application of VT process to ensure that
UNIFE
the generic framework can be applied

The stakeholders identified in this deliverable are directly relevant for the regulatory implementation of virtual testing in the railway sector. Besides engaging with these stakeholders according to
the communication plan, PLASA2/VC also maintains the cooperation with the other Shift2Rail projects addressing virtual testing. An overview of these projects is included in the PLASA2/VC deliverable D4.1 [3] and in Annex C of this document.

4.3. Feedback from stakeholder engagement
This section summarizes the engagement activities that have effectively been realized throughout
the duration of PLASA2/VC.
Stakeholders from all of the groups mentioned in section 4.2 could be made aware of PLASA2/VC
and other Shift2Rail activities concerned with virtual testing. The most extensive exchange happened with legislative bodies (especially ERA), standardization organizations (SFR, CEN, CENELEC),
Notified Bodies (NB-Rail), and other Shift2Rail participants from IP1 and IP5, that mainly consisted
of operators, vehicle manufacturers and suppliers.
The first engagement phase was started by distributing the questionnaire (Annex B) to the identified parties. Overall, PLASA2/VC received a total of 21 replies. A presentation summarizing the
results is attached to this document in Annex D. Note that the results obtained are not representative of the whole European railway sector. Most replies came from stakeholders involved in research activities aiming at developing specific simulation approaches, which is reflected in the survey results as a certain emphasis on the necessity of such approaches. Stakeholders that are more
interested to conduct simulations based on a generic methodology were comparatively less represented. The strategy presented in chapter 5 of this document considers both positions by proposing to enable generic as well as specific approaches to virtual testing.
In parallel to the circulation of the questionnaire, individual meetings were held to further elucidate the questionnaire and to discuss replies.
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The first drafts of the generic methodology outlined in deliverable D5.2 [1] and of the strategy
outlined in chapter 5 of this document were discussed with stakeholders in the second phase of
the engagement. Additional to individual feedback and alignment meetings, two workshops were
held, each gathering a multitude of participants. An internal Shift2Rail workshop on virtual testing
was hosted for experts from related projects in IP1 and IP5, such as PINTA2, PIVOT2 and CONNECTA2. Another workshop brought together stakeholders from legislation and standardization,
namely representatives from ERA, NB-Rail, SFR, CEN and CENELEC. The feedback obtained in these
workshops is reflected in the results of PLASA2/VC.
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5. Strategy for the introduction of virtual testing
This chapter proposes a strategy for the introduction of virtual testing in the European railway
sector. After illustrating the underlying context, the advantages of introducing a generic standard
on virtual testing are described. It is then considered how existing and future field specific standards on virtual testing should be handled. Finally, to provide a clear path forward for the sector,
this strategy is translated into concrete actions in standardization, supporting research, and regulatory implementation. Throughout this chapter, three major challenges that are vital for successful innovation in virtual testing are identified and addressed. These challenges are relevant for
both the generic methodology proposed in deliverable D5.2 [1] as well as its implementation in
standards and regulations outlined in this chapter.

5.1. Context
Tests of rolling stock and infrastructure for safety and compliance demonstrations, especially in
the context of obtaining authorization and certification, are the subject of much debate in the
European railway sector. The costs, safety constraints, organizational challenges and sometimes
the limitations of physical tests motivate stakeholders to virtualize these tests at least partially.
Virtual tests are already widely used in the design and pre-validation of subsystems. However,
they are still relatively rare in the validation for authorization, where mostly physical tests are still
used.
According to the survey conducted by PLASA2/VC, the majority of stakeholders – including authorization bodies, NoBos and DeBos – consider the application of virtual testing a priority for the
railway sector. The introduction of virtual testing in standards has also been defined as one of the
top priorities of the Sector Forum Rail (SFR) in 2018, resulting in the proposal of a CEN/CENELEC
Survey Group on simulation that has now been transitioned into the Working Groups
CEN/TC256/SC3/WG55 and CLC/TC9X/WG32, with the task to draft a generic standard on simulation (also see section 5.4).
The current TSIs and relevant standards vary in the extent to which they facilitate use of suitable
virtual tests. In most cases, the TSIs set result targets which must be reached but do not specify
the means used to achieve them, other than to explicitly reference the standards or parts of standards which apply to each element. In some cases, physical tests are explicitly required in the TSIs
or standards; in more rare cases, virtual tests are explicitly allowed. The CEN/CLC WGs are currently systematically investigating the TSIs and related standards in this context in their work package “Simulation Mapping”.
The strategy outlined in this chapter considers the past and current proceedings and proposes a
path forward to achieve the goal of the railway sector to further advance and establish virtual
testing and promote innovative solutions in the context of obtaining authorization.
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5.2. Generic standard: Driver for VT innovation
The current European regulatory landscape does not encourage the development of new virtual
tests for railway applications. No universally applicable principles for virtual tests exist. Requirements for virtual tests are currently established in field specific standards which are produced after
the development of the virtual tests. Hence, it is not clear during the development of a virtual test
if it will later be suitable for authorization. This uncertainty impedes the development of virtual
tests.
A universally applicable generic standard on virtual testing can close this gap. It can provide guidance by setting clear targets for the development of virtual tests. If these targets are met, a virtual
test can be considered fit for purpose. This possibility is a strong incentive encouraging the development of new virtual tests and driving innovation in the European railway sector. Besides being
a priority for SFR, according to the PLASA2/VC stakeholder survey, the idea of providing virtual
testing requirements in a generic standard is also supported by authorization bodies, NoBos and
DeBos. A visual comparison between the current situation and the possible positive impact on
virtual testing innovation by introducing a generic standard is provided in Figure 7.

Figure 7: Advantages of introducing a generic standard for virtual testing innovation
To enable this potential, the generic standard must be universally applicable and comprehensive.
The generic nature of the standard must allow it to be used for all kinds of virtual tests while still
being sufficiently precise to enable informed decisions about the suitability of a virtual test. If the
aim is to create a strong incentive for innovation, the generic standard must enable the decision
that a virtual test is fit for purpose (e.g. as an EC type test).
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The creation and application of a universally applicable and comprehensive generic standard on
virtual testing is a worthwhile yet ambitious challenge for the European Railway sector. The development of criteria that are generic yet sufficiently precise to be a basis for confident and consistent
assessments for a variety of use cases will require extensive collaboration of the various stakeholders. For the successful broad introduction of virtual testing, the involved entities will need to
establish the required competences in development, use, and assessment of virtual tests. The sector needs to grow into this new and promising technology, bringing forth experts for virtual testing
throughout the different stakeholders and roles, and ensuring a proper understanding and application. PLASA2/VC takes the first steps in this direction by providing a proposal of a generic framework in deliverable D5.2 [1], that can serve as a basis for future discussions.
Due to the complexity of the task, it may be sensible to take some distinct intermediate steps on
the way towards a comprehensive generic standard on virtual testing. A generic standard that is
not yet comprehensive will be easier to achieve. It may often not be possible to make decisions
about the applicability of a virtual test solely based on such a non-comprehensive standard. Additional implementation in field specific standards may be necessary, obstructing the promotion of
innovation in virtual testing described in this section. Hence, a non-comprehensive standard is
undesirable as a final result. However, it can be helpful as a steppingstone for the development of
a comprehensive standard. It is faster to draft and to publish and can already be used as a basis
for the introduction of virtual testing in field specific standards, meanwhile also generating feedback that can then be used in the development of the comprehensive standard.
From this section, the first two major challenges for the development and regulatory implementation of the generic standard can be derived and highlighted:
Challenge 1: The generic standard must be universally applicable to different kinds of virtual
tests.
Challenge 2: The generic standard must be comprehensive, meaning sufficient to enable the
decision if a virtual test is fit for purpose.

5.3. Field specific standards: Maximizing VT efficiency
A universally applicable and comprehensive generic standard on simulation is a prerequisite for
driving innovation in virtual testing in the European railway sector. However, due to its very nature, a generic standard will in many cases not be able to provide the most efficient set of rules
for specific applications of virtual tests. An assessment based on the generic approach shall provide the same level of confidence as an assessment based on field specific standards on virtual
testing (e.g. EN 14363, EN 15227; for more examples also see [3]). To achieve this, a generic standard must generally be more conservative, potentially making it more costly to apply than field
specific standards. Sometimes, certain considerations or analyses that are necessary according to
the generic standard can safely be ruled out for a specific application. In this case, after the first
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introduction of virtual tests based on the generic approach, it can be sensible to streamline processes and analyses and specify them in field specific standards. Figure 8 illustrates these two steps
and their impact on the cost of testing, starting from exclusive physical testing.

Figure 8: Evolution of testing cost based on regulatory implementation of virtual testing
It is often a reasonable approach to go through phases A to C consecutively. Currently, because of
the lack of a generic standard, it is necessary to skip phase B and jump directly from A to C. As was
pointed out in section 5.2, the uncertainties concerning the subsequent acceptability and the lack
of universal principles for virtual tests often make this step inefficient or even prevent it entirely.
Passing through phase B based on a generic standard can in many cases facilitate the introduction
of field specific standards by encouraging development and providing a common framework. In
this case, the generic standard would first act as a driver for the development of the virtual test
and ultimately as a steppingstone on the way towards an efficient field specific standard.
Of course, there are also cases conceivable for which a direct jump from phase A to phase C may
be sensible, for example if the principles for certain use cases of virtual testing are very clear or
have already been developed in the past. This approach was also the basis for the specific standards on virtual testing existing today (see [3]).
On the other hand, it is likely not reasonable to strive for a specific standard for all virtual testing
cases. As it is suggested in Figure 8, the majority of savings may often already be achieved when
first introducing virtual tests based on the generic standard. In many instances the additional efficiency accomplished by introducing a specific standard may not outweigh the costs of this effort,
making it not worthwhile to move all the way into phase C.
In order to benefit from the potentially higher efficiency of specific approaches to virtual testing,
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their use must always be possible without additionally applying the generic standard. This is also
essential to ensure the future applicability of existing specific standards on virtual testing, part of
which have been used successfully for decades. Consequently, the generic standard must be written and implemented in the regulations so that it is only one possible approach which is voluntary
to use. Especially with respect to product liability, it must be ensured that reasonable simplifications in field specific standards, that are usually the foundation of their increased efficiency, will
not be understood as gaps in the specification that must be filled with methods from the generic
standard. The principles of the generic standard also must not be imposed where reasonable potentially internal - requirements are applied additional to those specified in specific standards.
To maximize the usefulness of the generic standard, it could also be permissible to use it instead
of the existing field specific approaches. Where applicable, this can enable the development of
new, potentially better approaches to virtual testing. For example, during a workshop with
Shift2Rail IP1, organized by PLASA2/VC, it was determined that the simulations for bogies specified
in EN 14363, despite being a commendable example for successful use of virtual testing, still require extensive physical validation testing and have a rather limited domain of validity. Being able
to use a generic standard instead could provide the freedom to develop an alternative and equally
safe approach that has a stronger focus on more precise modeling and verification, increasing the
domain of validity of the simulations and requiring less physical validation testing.
However, it must also be considered that the methodologies for virtual testing from field specific
standards have been thoroughly developed, often based on decades of experience with certain
virtual testing approaches. The intention of the generic standard must not be to undermine important principles determined in different fields, but rather to provide a space for reasonable innovation in the sector. Acceptance of the generic standard could suffer if it is not developed and
implemented in this spirit.
This document will not provide a final answer if or how it should be possible to use the generic
standard despite field specific standards already existing. The issue requires thorough investigation and further discussions within the sector. A suitable compromise may be that WGs responsible for field specific standards can explicitly permit use of the generic standard.
From this section, the third major challenge for the development and regulatory implementation
of the generic standard can be derived and highlighted:
Challenge 3: The generic standard must be voluntary. Use of field specific standards must always be possible.
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5.4. Execution of the strategy
In order to realize the strategy proposed in this chapter, the sector must collaborate and advance
in standardization, supporting research, and regulatory implementation, taking into account the
generic methodology proposed in the deliverable D5.2 [1]. This section provides concrete steps on
how this could be attempted.
Standardization activities:
It was explained in section 5.1, that a Survey Group and consecutively two Working Groups were
established at CEN and CENELEC based on the initiative of the Sector Forum Rail. Since 2019,
PLASA2/VC and those groups have been collaborating closely, with several members of PLASA2/VC
also participating in the work at CEN/CLC. This ongoing process is illustrated in Figure 9, which also
includes the various deliverables that each activity has generated and is intending to produce in
the future.

Figure 9: Collaboration between PLASA2/VC and CEN/CLC
In the Survey Group on “Simulation”, a top-level generic guide has been drafted, defining a suitable
terminology, outlining general principles, and making recommendations for the use of simulations.
This guide has been considered in the development of the generic framework proposed in the
PLASA2/VC deliverable D5.2 [1]. The deliverable provides a more complex yet practicable methodology that will be necessary to achieve comprehensiveness of a later generic standard. Among
others, an important element of this methodology is a categorization of virtual tests that serves to
determine applicable requirements. With the conclusion of PLASA2/VC, this proposal will be
passed on to the CEN/CLC WGs.
In the WGs, the proposed methodology should be checked for applicability and adoptability into
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a generic standard that the WGs intend to jointly draft. It should also be discussed if intermediate
steps, such as a non-comprehensive generic standard on virtual testing (also see section 5.2), shall
be taken. Throughout their work, the WGs should also consider the second challenge identified
earlier in this chapter, namely, that the generic standard must be comprehensive, meaning sufficient to enable the decision if a virtual test is fit for purpose.
To successfully meet this challenge, the WGs might depend on further collaboration with supporting research activities.
Supporting research activities
The need for further research activities, e.g. as part of Shift2Rail 2, should be determined after
thorough investigation and discussion of the methodology proposed by PLASA2/VC. Once the
CEN/CLC WGs decide on a way forward and the approach for the first revision of the generic standard on virtual testing becomes more clear, distinct work packages may be identified that can be
handled better in a research framework. As it has been the case for PLASA2/VC, a close collaboration between research and standardization activities would be advisable.
Regulatory implementation
The “Simulation Mapping” currently conducted by the CEN/CLC WGs will provide a clear overview
on the facilitation of virtual testing in the current TSIs. An aim for the revision of the TSIs for 2022
could be to not explicitly prohibit use of virtual testing in chapter 4 of the TSIs. This way, the criteria
to determine if a virtual test is an applicable alternative to a physical test can be defined in suitable
standards.
Considerations concerning the regulatory implementation should address the first and third fundamental challenge outlined in the previous sections. The generic standard must be universally
applicable to different kinds of virtual tests and it must be voluntary. Use of field specific standards
must always be possible.
The voluntariness of the generic standard can best be ensured by aiming for the standard to be
harmonized (also see section 3.2). To remain voluntary, the standard must not be referenced directly in the TSIs. Instead, the possibility to use virtual testing should be mentioned very generally.
Chapter 6 of the TSIs covers requirements for the EC conformity assessment and would be suitable
for this purpose. A clause could be added to include the following:
Virtual tests may be used as type tests if adequate standards are employed. Adequate standards
can be both generic or specific.
Such an approach would also fulfill the goal of universal applicability because it does not limit the
use of the standard to certain specified cases.
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Annex A – Stakeholder matrix
Stakeholder

Examples

European Commission, National Legislative Bodies,
Legislative BodAuthorization
ies
Agencies (ERA and
NSAs) in their role
as advisors

Infrastructure
Managers

DB Netz, ÖBB Infrastruktur, SNCF Réseau, Network Rail,
London Underground, ADIF

Description

Potential role in
Partners to be
implementation
included
of VT

Provide legislation that
defines validation and
certification process
and requirements

Incorporate gePropose participation in
neric framework
ERA, EPSF, ORR CEN/TC 256 WG 55 "Simulafor virtual testtion"
ing into TSIs

Define network requirements for route
compatibility. Safeguard conformance of
their infrastructure.

Include virtual
testing in requirements for
route compatibility, resolve issues around
sharing infrastructure models and data

Additional notes for engagement

DB Netz, ÖBB
Infrastruktur,
SNCF Réseau,
Discuss the issue of sharing
Network Rail,
models and data.
London Underground, ADIF

Sector Forum
Rail (SFR)

Organize and coordinate standardization efforts.
Questionnaire will not be distributed.
SG provided terms & definitions and general principles
governing the use of simulation.

CEN/TC 256,
CENELEC/TC
9X: SG "SimulaWork of the SG is completed. It
Achieve a comtion
was transformed to WG 55
mon technical
Coordinate the stand(see below) in 06/2020. No furunderstanding
ardization efforts in orther engagement with SG.
about simulader to generate a comStandardization SFR, CEN, CENELEC,
tions in the secPropose ideas generated by
mon understanding
Organizations
ETSI
tor, incorporate
PLASA2/VC to the WG in order
throughout the sector
generic frameto potentially incorporate
and jointly define the
CEN/TC 256:
work for simulathem in a generic standard on
state of technology
WG 55 "Simution into state
simulations.
lation"
of technology.
Questionnaire will not be distributed.
Get feedback on difficulties encountered while first introducCEN/TC 256:
ing simulation into EN 14363;
WG 10 "Vehifollow current EN revision and
cle-Track Interidentify open issues.
action” (EN
14363)
Questionnaire will not be distributed.
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Assess process conformity of railway auERA, EBA (DE), BMK thorizations and issue
Authorization
(AT), EPSF (FR),
vehicle type authorizaBodies
ORR (UK)
tions and authorizations for placing on the
market
Certifer, SNC
Lavalin, Railway Ap- Assess railway vehicle
provals Germany,
conformity to TSIs
Notified Bodies
SCONRAIL, TÜV
(NoBo) and NNTRs
/ Designated
SÜD
(DeBo), issue EC
Bodies
(NoBo) and NNTR
NoBo organization: (DeBo) certificates.
NB-Rail
Safety Assessment
Center (SAC), Aegis, Check the application
Railway Approvals of the common safety
Assessment
Germany
methods for risk asBodies
sessment (CSM-RA)
AsBo organization: and issue safety asERA AsBo coordina- sessment report.
tion group

Operators

SNCF Voyageurs,
RENFE, DB Fernverkehr, DB Regio,
DB Cargo, UIC, Arriva, Abellio, LUL,
TfL
Organization:
CER(?)

Vehicle Manufacturers

Alstom, Bombardier, CAF, Siemens Mobility,
Talgo
Organisation:
UNIFE

Suppliers

Knorr-Bremse,
MELCO, Bombardier, Brecknell Willis, Stemmann, …
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Provide railway traffic
services, specify and
order railway vehicles
and contribute to their
authorization. Place
vehicles in service after checking their
route compatibility.

Authorization agencies are included in their role as advisors to the
legislative bodies, see above

Provide requirements for and
NB-Rail
feedback on the
generic method.

No additional topics, see section 4.1

Provide requirements for and
AsBo coordina- No additional topics, see secfeedback on the tion group
tion 4.1
generic method.

Provide requirements for and
feedback on the
generic method.

SNCF Voyageurs, RENFE,
DB Fernverkehr, DB
Regio, DB
Develop and ex- Cargo, Arriva,
ecute simulaAbellio, Lontions according don Underto generic
ground, RfL,
method.
FIRST Group
Provide requirements for and
feedback on the
generic method.

Develop and manufacture vehicles according
to requirements and
UNIFE
Develop and exobtain type authorizaecute simulation.
tions according
to generic
method.
Provide requirements for and
Deliver components
feedback on the
and certificates for in- generic method.
teroperability constituUNIFE
ents and contribute
Develop and extechnical documenta- ecute simulation.
tions according
to generic
method.

Current application of VT process to ensure that the generic
framework can be applied

Current application of VT process to ensure that the generic
framework can be applied

Current application of VT process to ensure that the generic
framework can be applied
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Annex B – Stakeholder questionnaire
Introduction
The railway authorisation process is largely based on full-scale field and line tests, which is expensive as well as time- and capacity-consuming. A breakthrough in performance can only be achieved
if Virtual Testing (which includes numerical simulations, software-in-the-loop and hardware-inthe-loop) is introduced in the authorisation process, resulting in fewer field tests.
PLASA-2/VC is an EU-funded Shift2Rail project which aims to enable precisely that, providing recommendations for the introduction of Virtual Testing in the authorisation process. In such context,
the objective of this questionnaire is to elicit the necessary requirements to that goal from all
relevant stakeholders: legislative bodies, infrastructure managers, standardisation organisations,
notified and designated bodies, assessment bodies, operators, vehicle manufacturers and suppliers. The results will be analysed and taken as inputs for Deliverable D5.2 (Recommendations for
introducing simulations in the certification process of rolling stock) of PLASA-2.
The answers to this questionnaire will be kept anonymous and will only be presented grouped
with the feedback from other stakeholders in one of the above categories. By completing the questionnaire you consent for your replies to be shared in this manner.
More information about PLASA-2 can be found in the attached presentation and on the website
(https://projects.shift2rail.org/s2r_ipcc_n.aspx?p=plasa-2).
Respondent
1. Company/Organisation

2. Role

3. Contact details (optional)

4. Please list the specific technical fields you are knowledgeable about:

5. Which standards that allow some level of Virtual Testing are you aware of?
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State of the art in Virtual Testing
Please reply to the questions in this section based on your experience and the technical fields you are knowledgeable
about. If you are familiar with more than one, please fill in for all those that apply.
6.

7.

In which time horizon could the following types of Virtual Tests reach maturity? Please briefly explain,
as in the example shown, the reason for the chosen timeframe: Now / 1-5 years / > 5 years / Never
Technical field

Numerical simulation

Types of Virtual Testing
Software in the loop
Hardware in the loop

Running dynamics

Now
Common practice

1-5 years
Testing tools will be mature

> 5 years
Regulatory framework not ready

In which time horizon could the following degrees of Virtual Testing reach maturity for the approval
process? Please briefly explain, as in the example shown, the reason for the chosen timeframe: Now / 1-5 years
/ > 5 years / Never
Technical field

Extension of approval1

Degrees of Virtual Testing
Partial virtual testing2
Full virtual testing3

Running dynamics

Now
Common practice

Now
Common practice

> 5 years
More experience is necessary

1 Extension of approval: Using models for already homologated systems/products to validate changes in terms of design change of system/product
or change in operational environment.
2
Partial virtual testing: A blend of virtual testing and field tests are used to demonstrate conformance to the requirements for approval.
3 Full virtual testing: Either the use of numerical simulations, software-in-the-loop or hardware-in-the-loop to demonstrate conformance to the
requirements for approval. In this scenario, field tests are not used for conformance evidence but may be used for validation of the virtual testing
model.
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8. How would you rate the challenge posed by the following barriers for the introduction of Virtual
Testing? Please introduce as many technical fields as applicable and circle the chosen option.

Technical field
Barrier
a. Simulation maturity/representativeness
b. Availability and quality of input data
c. Comparability of field tests
and simulations
d. Simulation cost
e. Know-how protection (e.g.,
models and data)
f. Compatibility of simulation
tools
g. Trust in simulation

Low Mid High Low Mid High

Low Mid High Low Mid High

Low Mid High

Low Mid High Low Mid High

Low Mid High Low Mid High

Low Mid High

Low Mid High Low Mid High

Low Mid High Low Mid High

Low Mid High

Low Mid High Low Mid High

Low Mid High Low Mid High

Low Mid High

Low Mid High Low Mid High

Low Mid High Low Mid High

Low Mid High

Low Mid High Low Mid High

Low Mid High Low Mid High

Low Mid High

Low Mid High Low Mid High

Low Mid High Low Mid High

Low Mid High

h. Others; please specify:

9. How would you rate the potential benefits of introducing Virtual Testing in the following areas? Please
introduce as many technical fields as applicable and circle the chosen option.

Technical field
Benefit
a. Life-cycle costs

Low Mid High Low Mid High

Low Mid High Low Mid High

Low Mid High

b. Railway capacity

Low Mid High Low Mid High

Low Mid High Low Mid High

Low Mid High

c. Reliability and punctuality

Low Mid High Low Mid High

Low Mid High Low Mid High

Low Mid High

d. Extension of the range of
Low Mid High Low Mid High Low Mid High Low Mid High
test conditions
e. Promotion of quicker turnLow Mid High Low Mid High Low Mid High Low Mid High
around of innovations
f. More flexibility, better comparability and better characLow Mid High Low Mid High Low Mid High Low Mid High
terisation due to technical
field distinction

Low Mid High
Low Mid High

Low Mid High

g. Maintenance optimisation

Low Mid High Low Mid High

Low Mid High Low Mid High

Low Mid High

h. Improved interoperability

Low Mid High Low Mid High

Low Mid High Low Mid High

Low Mid High

Low Mid High Low Mid High

Low Mid High Low Mid High

Low Mid High

i. Increased safety requirements
j. Others; please specify:
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10. How would you consider the variability and uncertainties when using Virtual Testing versus field tests
(e.g., safety factors, reliability approach…)?

11. Are you aware of any holistic methods for evaluating the overall credibility of simulations (e.g., TRL,
Predictive Capability Maturity Model, Credibility Assessment Scale…)? Do you think it would be beneficial to use such methods?

12. Do you have any other comments regarding the state of the art in Virtual Testing?

Virtual Testing in the authorisation process
13. Do you consider the application of Virtual Testing in the railway sector…?

☐ Unnecessary
☐ Desirable
☐ Priority
☐ Don’t know
14. Do you consider the harmonisation of Virtual Testing requirements across technical fields…?

☐ Unnecessary
☐ Desirable
☐ Priority
☐ Don’t know
15. The application of generic requirements for Virtual Testing should be…?

☐ Not implemented at all
☐ Described in a guide
☐ Implemented in voluntary (harmonised) standards
☐ Implemented in mandatory (referenced) standards
☐ Don’t know
Any comments:
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16. To what extent should requirements on the verification of tools4 be defined for specific technical
fields?

☐ It is sufficient to have generic requirements
☐ Use of common practices in the field
☐ Defined by expert assessor (e.g., internal, notified body…)
☐ Definition of strict criteria (e.g., mathematical comparison…) in the regulations
☐ Other; please specify:

17. To what extent should requirements on the verification of models5 be defined for specific technical

fields?

☐ It is sufficient to have generic requirements
☐ Use of common practices in the field
☐ Defined by expert assessor (e.g., internal, notified body…)
☐ Definition of strict criteria (e.g., mathematical comparison…) in the regulations
☐ Other; please specify:

18. To what extent should requirements on the validation of models6 be defined for specific technical

fields?

☐ It is sufficient to have generic requirements
☐ Use of common practices in the field
☐ Defined by expert assessor (e.g., internal, notified body…)
☐ Definition of strict criteria (e.g., mathematical comparison…) in the regulations
☐ Other; please specify:

19. Do you see any difficulty to use technical-field-specific requirements from standards on physical tests
together with a generic framework on Virtual Testing without additional technical-field-specific requirements on Virtual Testing?

☐ No, it should be sufficient
☐ Yes; if so, please specify:
20. If, in addition to a generic standard, specific requirements for technical fields are necessary, how
should they be considered in the regulatory framework?

Verification of tool: In the context of simulations, verification is the process of determining that a simulation in its tool environment produces
expected results according to the underlying model. Verification of the tool is the first step of this activity and does not require a model to be made.
5
Verification of model: It is the second step in the process of determining that a simulation in its tool environment produces expected results
according to the underlying model. It requires the model to be made.
6
Validation of model: The process of determining the degree to which a model is an accurate representation of the real system in its environment.
4
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☐ It is sufficient to have generic requirements
☐ They should be implemented in specific guidelines
☐ They should be implemented in specific standards
☐ Other; please specify:
21. In a generic approach, based on which factors should Virtual Testing be categorised in order to be
subjected to different levels of requirements? Please tick all those that apply, or preferably, rank
them in order of importance.

☐ Safety impact
☐ Consequences of the results on conformity decisions
☐ Uncertainty of results
☐ Complexity
☐ Degree of innovation / Grade of establishment
☐ Type of Virtual Test (numerical simulation, software-in-the-loop…)
☐ Other; please specify:
22. Which topics should be addressed when defining generic requirements (e.g. validation, verification,
data pedigree, results uncertainty, people qualification…)?

23. Do you think it is necessary to provide models and data in order to prove conformity to the requirements?

☐ Yes
☐ No
☐ It depends; please give details:
24. Do you have any comments specific to a generic framework for Virtual Testing?

25. Do you have any comments regarding Virtual Testing in the authorisation process?

26. Do you have any other comments?
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Annex C – External communication of PLASA2/VC
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Annex D – Summary of questionnaire feedback
Please consider the comment on the representativeness of these survey results in section 4.3.

S2R Workshop
Virtual certification
28th October 2020

Questionnaire feedback

•

•

Objective
 To elicit the necessary requirements for the introduction of
Virtual Testing in the authorisation process

•

Results analysed and taken as inputs for the project

•

Full answers will be included but kept anonymous

•

•

Two sections
1. State of the art in Virtual Testing
2. Virtual Testing in the authorisation process

•

•
•

•
•
•
•
•
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Infrastructure managers
 Trafikverket (IM in Sweden)
 SNCF Réseau
Standardisation organisations
 CEN / TC256 / SC 3 WG55 "Simulation"
 CEN / TC256 / WG10 / SG8 issuing EN14363
NoBo / DeBo
 NB-Rail Association
 TÜV SÜD Sverige AB
Authorisation agencies
 AESF (Spanish Railway Safety Agency)
 EPSF (Etablissement Public de Sécurité Ferroviaire)
 European Union Agency for Railways
Operators
 Abellio Greater Anglia
 DB Fernverkehr
 SNCF Voyageurs
Vehicle manufacturers
 Bombardier Transportation GmbH Germany
Suppliers
 CAF Power & Automation
 Knorr-Bremse Systeme für Schienenfahrzeuge GmbH
Research centres
 CEIT
Accredited test labs
 CETEST
Shift2Rail
 CONNECTA T6.2
 IP5
 PINTA2 WP5/14
 PIVOT2
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State of the art in Virtual Testing

State of the art in Virtual Testing
Q6. In which time horizon could the following types of Virtual Tests reach maturity?

Examples:
Answers to the following technical fields:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Running dynamics
Braking performance
Wheel Slide Protection
Noise
Evacuation
CCS signalling
Rolling stock stability
Rolling stock assets monitoring
GNSS based systems for signalling
SVT (Simulation and Virtualisation Framework)
Shock & Vibration
Voltage stability
Traction converter Thermal design
Traction software
Traction Hardware performance
Wheelsets and bogies
TCMS Software
Infrastructure-vehicle gauging
Pantograph-catenary mechanical interaction
Current collection quality (Pantograph contact quality)
Heat production due to catenary contact in stationary
vehicle conditions
Heat production due to traction current
Static and dynamic impact modelling on bridges
Carbody and Bogie Structure
Passive safety
Wheel thermomechanical behaviour

GA 826151

Numerical
Simulation

Software in the
Loop

Hardware in
the Loop

Pantographcatenary
mechanical
interaction

Now
Common practice,
limited to prestudies before on
line tests to reduce
the amount of online tests.

3-5 years
Modeling will be
mature

> 5 years
Testing tools will
be mature

Wheel Slide
Protection

Now
Common practice

Now
Common practice

Now
Common practice

• Numerical Simulation has reached maturity
• HiL/SiL less applicable; some time for maturity
• Reasons are field specific and do not show consistencies
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State of the art in Virtual Testing
Q7. In which time horizon could the following degrees of Virtual Testing reach maturity for the approval process?

Examples:
Answers to the following technical fields:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Running dynamics
Braking performance
Wheel Slide Protection
Noise
Evacuation
CCS signalling
Rolling stock stability
Rolling stock assets monitoring
GNSS based systems for signalling
SVT (Simulation and Virtualisation Framework)
Shock & Vibration
Voltage stability
Traction converter Thermal design
Traction software
Traction Hardware performance
Wheelsets and bogies
TCMS Software
Infrastructure-vehicle gauging
Pantograph-catenary mechanical interaction
Current collection quality (Pantograph contact quality)
Heat production due to catenary contact in stationary
vehicle conditions
Heat production due to traction current
Static and dynamic impact modelling on bridges
Carbody and Bogie Structure
Passive safety
Wheel thermomechanical behaviour

Extension of
Approval

Partial
Virtual
Testing

Full Virtual
Testing

Running
characteristics

Now

Now

> 5 years
More experience
is necessary

Braking
performance

Now
sporadically
applied

>5 years
regulatory
framework not
ready, lack of
experience

Never
basis for braking
performance
must be tests

•

Virtual Testing for Extension of Approval is well established

•

Partial Virtual Testing widely used, but when not mature
mostly due to lack of experience

•

Full Virtual Testing can only be mature in more than 5 years,
due to lack of experience and that the regulatory framework
is not prepared

State of the art in Virtual Testing
Q8. How would you rate the challenge posed by the following barriers for the introduction of
Virtual Testing?

Q9. How would you rate the potential benefits of introducing Virtual Testing in the following areas?

Railway capacity

Simulation cost

Reliability and punctuality
Compatibility of simulation tools

Maintenance optimisation

Availability and quality of input data

Improved interoperability

Know-how protection (e.g., models and data)

Promotion of quicker turn-around of innovations
Increased safety requirements

Trust in simulation

Flexibility, comparability & tech field distinction
Simulation maturity/representativeness

Life-cycle costs

Comparability of field tests and simulations

0

0,5

1

Low
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1,5

2

Mid

Extension of the range of test conditions

2,5

3

3,5

4

High

0

Low

0,5

1

1,5

2

Mid

2,5

3

3,5

4

High
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State of the art in Virtual Testing
Q10. How would you consider the variability and uncertainties when using Virtual Testing versus field tests (e.g., safety factors, reliability approach…)?
•

Safety margins; harmonize acceptance criteria

•

Sensitivity analysis

•

Stochastic and probabilistic approach

•

DOE and definition of a confidence interval

•

Depend on the accuracy of the input elements

•

Consider variability by introducing uncertainties in the simulation

•

Statistical and maybe stochastic approach

•

Uncertainties of input parameters with Monte Carlo method

•

‘Model Factor’ accounts for uncertainties in mathematical models (It encompasses the lack of confidence in the information provided by the model.
The factor can be progressively reduced from 2 to 1 after demonstration of satisfactory correlation between mathematical models and test
measurements.)

State of the art in Virtual Testing
Q11. Are you aware of any holistic methods for evaluating the overall credibility of simulations (e.g., TRL, Predictive Capability Maturity Model,
Credibility Assessment Scale…)? Do you think it would be beneficial to use such methods?
 Agreement that such methods should be used, but little known

Q12. Do you have any other comments regarding the state of the art in Virtual Testing?
•
•
•
•
•
•

Worldwide benchmark
Role of the competent assessor
Validation is very important
Make the validation process less time consuming
Distinguish between virtual tests focused on internal validation and those focused on official homologation processes
Regulatory framework should accept virtual tests

GA 826151
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Virtual Testing in the authorisation process

*For all charts, results have been normalised based on total answers received for that particular question*

Virtual Testing & generic requirements
Q14: Do you consider the harmonisation of Virtual Testing
requirements across technical fields…?

Q13: Do you consider the application of Virtual Testing in the railway sector…?
Unnecessary
0%

Unnecessary
10%
Desirable
33%
Priority
53%

Priority
67%

Desirable
37%

Q15: The application of generic requirements for Virtual Testing should be…?
Not implemented
at all
0%
Implemented in
mandatory
(referenced)
Described in a
guide
standards
32%
28%
Implemented in
voluntary
(harmonised)
standards
40%

GA 826151

• Frequent comment: Technical-field disparities too great
→ Aim for non-prescriptive high-level methodology
→ Guide preferable, which could in time develop into standard

• However, mandatory standards also have significant support
• Depends on stakeholder!!!
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Requirements for specific technical fields should be...
Q16: Verification of tools

Definition of strict
criteria (e.g.,
mathematical
comparison…) in the
regulations
30%

Q17: Verification of models

It is sufficient to
have generic
requirements
13%

Use of common
practices in the field
35%
Defined by expert
assessor (e.g.,
internal, notified
body…)
22%

Q18: Validation of models
It is sufficient to
have generic
requirements
4%
Use of common
practices in the
field
16%
Definition of strict
criteria (e.g.,
mathematical
Defined by expert
comparison…) in
assessor (e.g.,
the regulations
internal, notified
40%
body…)
40%

It is sufficient to
have generic
requirements
8%
Definition of strict
Use of common
criteria (e.g.,
practices in the
mathematical
field
comparison…) in
24%
the regulations
32%
Defined by expert
assessor (e.g.,
internal, notified
body…)
36%

Should be based on criticality!!!

Generic framework + technical-field-specific requirements
Q19: Do you see any difficulty to use technical-field-specific requirements from standards on
physical tests together with a generic framework on Virtual Testing without additional technicalfield-specific requirements on Virtual Testing?

*Potentially misleading question*

Q20: If, in addition to a generic standard, specific requirements for technical fields are necessary, how
should they be considered in the regulatory framework?

They should be
added to current
standards
5%

They should be
defined by a legal
framework
6%

They should be
implemented in
specific guidelines
17%

No, it should be
sufficient
17%

Yes
83%

They should be
implemented in
specific standards
72%

•

Dependence on maturity

•

Generic requirements can provide framework/guidelines, but specific requirements for technical fields are needed

•

Differences between physical tests and simulations: uncertainties, interpretation, conditions…

GA 826151

It is sufficient to
have generic
requirements
0%
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Categorisation & factors for Virtual Testing requirements
Q21: In a generic approach, based on which factors should Virtual Testing be categorised in order
to be subjected to different levels of requirements?

Type of Virtual Test
(numerical simulation,
software-in-theloop…)
8%

Interoperability
5%

Complexity
11%

Q22: Which topics should be addressed when defining generic requirements (e.g. validation, verification,
data pedigree, results uncertainty, people qualification…)?

Maturity of
virtualisation on the
specific technical field
2%

Input data uncertainty
3%

People qualification
19%

Validation
26%

Safety impact
37%

Degree of innovation /
Grade of
establishment
6%

Results uncertainty
16%
Verification
20%

Uncertainty of results
12%
Consequences of the
results on conformity
decisions
19%

Data pedigree
16%

•

Proposals
 ISO 17025
 NAFEMS simulation credibility & ESQMS

General comments (Q23-Q26)
• It should be mandatory to provide the data in order to prove conformity to the requirements
• In contrast, it should not be necessary to share specific models, but...
A clear demonstration of the validation would be needed
This process should include some sort of accreditation to carry higher confidence and trust (NoBo/DeBo/AsBo/ISO17025)

• At the moment a mandatory framework is probably neither feasible nor desirable because of the specificities of technical fields

GA 826151
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Virtual Testing in the authorisation process
• Currently mandatory framework not ideal due to the disparities across fields
 Aim for non-prescriptive general methodology complemented by specific standards
 Could lead to harmonised/mandatory standard in the future
• Requirements for specific technical fields should be defined for V&V of tools and models
 Combine strict criteria & expert assessor based on criticality
• Technical-field-specific requirements needed
 Implemented in specific standards
 Differences between physical and virtual tests, dependent on field
• Safety is regarded as most important factor for categorisation of requirements
• To show conformity, what would be needed?
 Data mandatory
 Models optional, but accredited validation required instead

Shift2Rail Joint Undertaking
White Atrium building, 2nd Floor
Avenue de la Toison d’Or 56-60,
B-1060 Brussels
Contact people :

www.shift2rail.org

mac-lan.nguyen@sncf.fr
david.jakobi@siemens.com
Michael.M.Juris@deutschebahn.com
joseba.murua@caf.net
phil.garner@rail.bombardier.com
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